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INTRODUCTION

JUDITH SIMMER-BROWN AND FRAN GRACE

BEGINNING WITH THE END

We begin this book by telling you how it ends. The final section gives
detailed reflections from our students about their experience with “medi-

tation in the classroom.” Students certify that meditation benefits them keenly,
both in their academic work and as a lifelong skill. Their learning assessments
through the years have confirmed over and over again that meditation refines the
mind and hones the heart. As a teaching method, we know it works.

Yet, we also know that the prospect of meditation in the classroom produces
concern for some educators who fear that contemplative methods may be intru-
sive and coercive to students at worst, or simply a waste of time at best. A book
like this must speak to the cautions of our colleagues, even as it must remain
true to the delight of our students. Certainly, we are well versed in the concerns
raised against the use of meditation in the classroom, because we have had to
resolve such questions within our own minds. This collection of essays represents
a culmination of pedagogical self-examination and conversations among us that,
in the case of some contributors, span nearly three decades.

This book is the first of its kind as a resource on meditation in the college
classroom. Although meditation, mindfulness, and contemplative practices boast
a pervasive presence in our culture, and although the prevailing literature on lib-
eral education emphasizes the importance of the inner life, there has been little
academic leadership to guide such ventures into the interior.

The twenty-five contributors to this book have risen to the challenges of
articulation, reflection, and praxis. While in agreement as to the value of medi-
tation in the classroom, our pedagogical practices and personal worldviews offer
an enlightening diversity. We come from a variety of institutional contexts,
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including state universities, private liberal arts institutions, and traditional
church-related colleges. Some of the authors have been using contemplative
pedagogy for decades, and some for little more than a year. Many of the authors
cultivate a contemplative lifestyle, and for some, this self-cultivation takes place
in the context of a religious tradition or spiritual community. For others, there
is no specific religious identity or spiritual practice. We, as the two editors of
this volume, exemplify the book’s diversity.

Judith has been a visionary voice in the nation-wide contemplative educa-
tion movement for the last three decades from her institutional base at Naropa
University, a nonsectarian, Buddhist-inspired private college and graduate
school. She has been a major contributor to the articulation of an ethic of plural-
ism for interreligious dialogue in the classroom.1 She is one of the team leaders
with the Center for the Advancement of Contemplative Education (CACE) at
Naropa. In 2007, she designed and directed, with a group of her academic col-
leagues, Naropa’s first annual seminar on contemplative teaching for university
faculty from diverse disciplines across the country. Judith’s training and work as a
scholar-practitioner align principally with Indo-Tibetan Buddhism. She is on the
steering committee of the Buddhist Critical-Constructive Reflection Group in
the American Academy of Religion, and she served for a decade on the board of
the Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies.

Fran is a mid-career scholar-practitioner in a secular university community.
In 2004, she underwent a profound inner shift that led her to develop contem-
plative pedagogies after a decade of fairly traditional teaching. In 2007, her uni-
versity opened its Meditation Room, a spacious classroom equipped with
meditation cushions and yoga mats, and she currently teaches all of her classes in
this space dedicated for interior learning. Although her original training as a
scholar and practitioner took place within the Christian tradition, she is now
more integrative than tradition specific in her contemplative approach and
research. She has served as a co-chair of the Teaching Religion section within the
American Academy of Religion and as a workshop facilitator for the Wabash
Center for Teaching and Learning in Theology and Religion.

As the reader will see, there is no single contemplative pedagogy and no
single prototype of the contemplative professor. With such a wide range of insti-
tutional settings and individual commitments expressed in this book, how could
there be a single pedagogical way? But, as contributors, we do agree on one
thing: there is a singular place for meditation in the classroom.

We came to this conclusion cautiously. Although familiar with the benefits
of meditation through our own practice and studies of recent scientific research,
we needed to ask whether the benefits of meditation were directly relevant to the
students’ development as “liberal artists.” For, as we know, there are many bene-
ficial human explorations that have no place in a classroom. Our years of collect-
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ing and analyzing qualitative data from contemplative methods have brought us
to the conclusion that meditation is not only a beneficial human endeavor, but
also a fulfillment of the aims and purposes of liberal education.

INTERIORITY AND LIBERAL EDUCATION

In 2007, the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) pub-
lished College Learning for the New Global Century, a comprehensive analysis of
higher education that outlines “Essential Learning Outcomes” such as “inquiry
and analysis,” “critical and creative thinking,” “personal and social responsibility,”
“ethical reasoning and action,” and the “foundation and skills for lifelong learn-
ing.”2 These current learning outcomes are congruent with earlier documents.
For example, The Great Conversation: The Substance of a Liberal Education
(1952) proposed that liberal education aimed to foster “excellence, both private
and public,” and to “train the mind.”3

At the heart of such documents is the importance of interior accomplish-
ments as an outcome of liberal education. The College Learning for the New
Global Century authors propose that it is precisely the inner learning that distin-
guishes “liberal” education from “instrumental” education:

Throughout history, liberal education—especially the arts and humani-
ties—has been a constant resource not just for civic life but for the
inner life of self-discovery, values, moral inspiration, spiritual quests
and solace, and the deep pleasures of encountering beauty, insight, and
expressive power. Ultimately, it is this dimension—serious engagement
with questions of values, principles, and larger meanings—that marks
the difference between instrumental learning and liberal learning.4

As to specific interior qualities that befit a “liberal artist,” the recent
AAC&U document mentions “inner fortitude, self-knowledge, and personal
renewal,” and it underscores “empathy, the ability to care about and even iden-
tify with perspectives and circumstances other than one’s own.” Ultimately, the
AAC&U proposes a “liberating” college education.5 Throughout human history,
contemplative process has been valued as one of the foremost means of libera-
tion. Why is that?

First-person methodologies such as meditation train students to a subtle
mastery of mind. For this reason, such methodologies certainly appear to fulfill
the Socratic reflection that “The unexamined life is not worth living.” What
does “the examined life” entail? Martha Nussbaum suggests that self-examination
sparks the liberation of mind that makes possible a “cultivation of humanity”:
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When we ask about the relationship of a liberal education to citizen-
ship, we are asking a question with a long history in the Western philo-
sophical tradition. We are drawing on Socrates’ concept of “the
examined life,” on Aristotle’s notions of reflective citizenship, and above
all on Greek and Roman Stoic notions of an education that is “liberal”
in that it liberates the mind from bondage of habit and custom, pro-
ducing people who can function with sensitivity and alertness as citi-
zens of the whole world. This is what Seneca means by the cultivation
of humanity.6

Although not all of our contributors use meditation per se in the classroom, they
have developed a range of contemplative teaching methods that fulfill the classi-
cal aims of liberal education. Each professor’s contemplative pedagogy is based
on his or her particular institutional setting, student population, personal back-
ground, and subject matter.

MEDITATION AND CONTEMPLATIVE EDUCATION

Since the 1990s, as professors across the spectrum of academic disciplines are
exploring ways of integrating meditation into their course curricula, a movement
called “contemplative education” has become increasingly popular in American
universities.7 The American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), in partnership
with the Fetzer Institute, has awarded over one hundred Contemplative Practice
and Teaching Fellowships during the last decade. These Fellows have designed
and implemented contemplative-based courses in literature, religious studies, art,
music, math, environmental studies, and history, in over eighty different institu-
tions. Fellowships have also been granted to institutions for the establishment of
programs in contemplative studies.

Publications about contemplative education have appeared in the Chronicle
of Higher Education, the Teacher’s College Record, the New York Times (November
7, 2007), and most recently (December 3, 2007) in the national higher education
online journal, InsideHigherEd.Com, with an article that featured meditative
spaces on college campuses. The Los Angeles Times (May 5, 2007) described what
appears to be a nationwide “trend” on college and university campuses: the estab-
lishment of meditation centers, contemplative areas, interfaith and interreligious
centers, outdoor labyrinths, and special landscaping for meditation gardens.8

Academic initiatives like the Center for Contemplative Mind in Society are
fostering the teaching of contemplative practice in the college classroom under
the leadership of Arthur Zajonc (2006), physicist from Amherst, the academic
program director. Ed Sarath (2006), professor of jazz from the University of
Michigan, directs the Program in Creativity and Consciousness Studies at the
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University of Michigan. In its thirty-five year history, Naropa University has
developed contemplative education as the foundation across its curriculum, in
all academic disciplines.9 Religious studies has begun to develop other programs
as well: Harold Roth (2006), a professor in Chinese religions, directs the Con-
templative Studies Initiative at Brown, and the University of Redlands Depart-
ment of Religious Studies has developed a core of contemplative courses and
opened a meditation/contemplative classroom in 2007.10 Rice University boasts
an active core of faculty with a contemplative orientation to their courses and
teaching. Emory University has just initiated a Contemplative Studies program
as a collaboration between the medical school and the graduate Religious Studies
department. These institutional initiatives led to a series of sessions and conver-
sations on contemplative pedagogy at the annual meeting of the American Acad-
emy of Religion (2006–2008), sponsored by the Teaching Religion section.
Outside the academy, the Garrison Institute and The Forge are developing ini-
tiatives to nurture contemplative pedagogy in education.

These initiatives have grown from the recognition of a central paradox in
our academic teaching: liberal arts higher education, founded in part to pro-
mote enrichment of the inner lives of faculty and students, has lost the purpose
and will to do so. Scientific studies are demonstrating the peril of neglecting the
inner life and the promise of meditative disciplines to enhance it. Neurological
research has expanded our understanding of the mind beyond previous views of
merely discursive or logical functions.11 Scientific studies of contemplatives
have demonstrated that the meditative mind achieves states of concentration,
attention, awareness, creativity, happiness, well-being, and compassion for
others more frequently and more powerfully than the noncontemplative
mind.12 Alongside such neurological findings are multiple studies in the clinical
applications of meditation, demonstrating its salutary effect on physical and
emotional disturbances such as cancer, psoriasis, depression, and obsessive-com-
pulsive disorders.13

Current university studies are exploring how meditation might cultivate
human flourishing and happiness through inner balance beyond the physiologi-
cal realm.14 For example, a study at the University of Kentucky found that stu-
dents who did a forty-minute meditation showed more enhanced brain
functioning than students who spent the forty minutes taking a nap, reading,
talking to friends, or watching television. The meditation period appeared to
refresh the mind in a unique way.15 The results from university research so far
suggest strongly that a person’s inner life, including subtle states of mental
awareness, has a penetrating effect on his or her quality of life and contribution
to the human collective.

Yet, despite these advances in the world of laboratories and clinical settings,
many university professors have so far been hesitant to openly acknowledge the
“inner lives” of students. Traditional pedagogical methods across the disciplines
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address the student as if only one inner quality—discursive rationality—were
present. University educators have focused on enabling students to learn the
content of this or that idea/theory/history/doctrine and have assumed that they
will learn how to process it interiorly, in their own lives, on their own. We some-
how take for granted that students already know how their own minds work, so
we do not teach them how to think, reflect, and attend—only what to think.
Religious studies professors even ignore pedagogical applications of centuries of
contemplative literature from the world’s religions mapping highly sophisticated
portraits of mental and inner life.

Conventional teaching aims, almost solely, at requiring students to “think
about” rather than “know from within.” Brown University professor of East
Asian Religions Harold Roth comments on the paradox of scientific and techno-
logical mastery that lacks inner self-mastery:

We can use our technology of the outer world to treat previously incur-
able diseases, but our mastery of the “technology” of the inner world is
so rudimentary that we can barely contain the passions that lead us to
destroy the very human life that we, paradoxically, struggle so hard to
preserve. . . . We have never known more about how the mind works,
yet our ability to apply this knowledge to our own experience has not
been correspondingly developed.16

We professors notice that only a few students enter college in command of their
own inner world. Few seem to know how to cultivate the mind for intellectual
pursuit, aesthetic appreciation, or ethical development. Their mental landscapes
can seem to storm with uncontrollable anxiety, fear, self-concern, a desire for
approval, and sometimes immobilizing despair. They can be lost in random dis-
cursive thoughts as well, not able to think clearly about the matters at hand. Par-
adoxically, the mind can appear to be their worst enemy in the learning
endeavor. Many professors testify that even intelligent and talented students are
sometimes hampered in their learning by test anxiety, self-consciousness in the
classroom, jumbled discursivity, and personal emotional problems. In a 2007
survey, 41.5 percent of college juniors reported that they “frequently” feel that
their lives are “filled with stress and anxiety.”17 Undoubtedly, such interior tur-
moil impedes intellectual success and overall well-being.

When students learn meditation or contemplative process, they are learning
that it is possible to release repetitive emotional and conceptual patterns and
tune into the subtle potential of the mind. In this way, they learn to refine the
mind so that it can actually be of service to learning and life-meaning rather
than a distracting impediment. Some of them experience freedom from test anx-
iety, depression, rigid judgmental thinking, and eating disorders for the first
time. They speak of a sense of empowerment in meditation when they realize
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that they do not have to be victims of the distractive irrelevancies and repetitive
negativities of the mind. They attest that this confidence enhances all areas of
life, from their college learning, to interrelational maturity, and to a deeper
appreciation of nature and, indeed, life itself.

Through the contemplative approach, students can learn to experience not
only which thoughts they have, but the very nature of the thought process itself.
They can see, not only which emotions arise, but the very nature of the emo-
tional process. Instead of being tossed in the “waves” of thoughts and emotions,
they can develop the inner discipline of riding “the crest of the wave” by attend-
ing to the precise moment at hand and discover the clarity and openness of the
mind itself. Contemplative methods such as meditation facilitate the interior
accomplishments of self-knowledge and self-mastery.

Self-knowledge and self-mastery are at the root of the liberal arts dictum
“know thyself.” As Diana Chapman Walsh, president of Wellesley College, wrote
in 2005: “Moral citizenship arises out of an inner core of integrity. . . . The lib-
eral arts disciplines instill in students humility, awareness of the limits of their
knowledge, eagerness to hear responsible critique, appreciation that the first and
most difficult obligation of a citizen is the Socratic injunction to ‘know thy-
self.’”18 Meditation and contemplative practice have, for centuries, been recog-
nized as an “inner science” for self-knowledge that makes accurate knowledge of
the outer world possible.

Indeed, the much-discussed “critical thinking” may be possible only when
scholars submit themselves to the rigor of self-examination first. Quantum
physicist David Bohm saw the interrelation between self-inquiry and critical
thinking in the sciences. He strongly recommended the practice of meditation
for the scientist to clean the mirror of the mind so that it might reflect an accu-
rate image of the world and discern the right measurements with which to inves-
tigate it. The fragmented, self-seeking mind designs a skewed measurement, and
a skewed measurement results in a distorted outcome. He recommended “tech-
niques of meditation that lead the whole process of mental operation nonver-
bally to the sort of quiet state of orderly and smooth flow needed to end
fragmentation both in the actual process of thought and in its content.”19

Bohm linked the inner mental harmony of the scientist with an outer har-
mony of the investigated world. There is a porous interconnectivity between the
inner and outer worlds. In fact, scientists, educators, social reformers, and reli-
gious leaders alike have reiterated something akin to this remark from the Four-
teenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso: “If there is no peace in one’s mind, there can
be no peace in one’s approach to others, and thus no peaceful relations between
individuals or between nations.” As the keynote speaker at Emory University’s
conference Educating the Heart and Mind (October 2007), the Dalai Lama
repeated this emphasis on inner education: “Inner disarmament first, then outer
disarmament.”20 The roots of social violence and fragmentation exist within all
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of us, he explained. Therefore, we are not likely to achieve world peace without
inner peace, nor outer disarmament without inner disarmament. Rigorous inte-
rior examination such as that learned in contemplative process can facilitate a
self-chosen “disarmament” of anger, craving, hatred, biases, and pride, all of
which prevent students from being aware of their connection to others and the
world. Self-knowledge then becomes a solid foundation for self-transcendence
and a sustainable life of service to local and global communities.

MEDITATION IN THE RELIGIOUS STUDIES CLASSROOM

Despite the call for interior cultivation as a goal of liberal arts education, reli-
gious studies has been slow to accept contemplative methods. University reli-
gious studies departments have particular challenges in the implementation of
contemplative pedagogies, and yet, we would suggest, a particular urgency to do
so. In the 1960s and 1970s, religious studies departments charted a course to
become legitimate academic departments at public universities, freeing them-
selves from the often apologetic stance of church-affiliated private colleges and
divinity schools at major universities. This process of legitimization required the
honing of objective distance and the clarification of specific academic method-
ologies in working with religious phenomena.

But while religious studies has succeeded in establishing itself as a legitimate
academic discipline in higher education, it has often exaggerated scholarly objec-
tivity at the expense of personal meaning, subjectivity, and empirical self-knowl-
edge in the study of religion. Perhaps in our vigilance to apply a hermeneutics of
suspicion, we overlooked the possibility of a “hermeneutics of hunger” that
would affirm people’s hunger for dignity and community, acknowledging that
they often find it in religion, spirituality, or contemplative practice.21

College students seem to have this hunger, yet it appears to go mostly unsat-
isfied. Recent analysis of data related to introductory courses in religious studies
in the United States postulates a “Great Divide” between the objective, content-
based goals of professors and the subjective meaning-based goals of their stu-
dents.22 The students want to pursue interior learning. According to the national
survey of college students conducted by the UCLA Higher Education Research
Institute, college students have high levels of interest in spiritual, religious, and
existential matters. A majority of entering students expected their college educa-
tion to develop their “self-understanding” and be supportive of their inquiries
into the “meaning and purpose of life.” They also expressed the desire to become
“more loving and compassionate people.” However, the students’ expectations
were largely not met.23

While pioneers in contemporary religious studies methodology, such as Wil-
fred Cantwell Smith, Mircea Eliade, and Ninian Smart, valued the personal
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dimension of religious phenomena in human culture, subsequent influences from
allied academic disciplines introduced increasingly objectivist scholarly methods
from the social sciences. Previous emphasis upon “participatory”24 study, or of
“tradition” and “faith,”25 coming from the first generation of religious studies
scholars gave way to a reductive tendency to approach religion solely as a con-
struct of social factors, understood through critical examination and deconstruc-
tion alone. Many contemporary religious studies scholars now write about
religious phenomena from a scientific distance that sometimes appears contemp-
tuous of religiousness, spirituality, or any living phenomena of religion.26

While this may be a healthy trend in any truly academic field, this view now
often dominates our departments and academic meetings, squelching creativity
in participatory pedagogy or conversation about meaning. Contemplative peda-
gogy has tremendous potential to enliven the religious studies classroom and to
deepen the learning that takes place there. With proper introduction and con-
text, meditation and contemplation are content-appropriate activities that model
religious experience and intuitive knowing described or expressed in our curric-
ula. Students who yearn for relevant exposure to issues of the inner life welcome
the opportunity to develop different ways of knowing in the religious studies
classroom, and appreciate the nonproselytizing atmosphere of the university as a
way to explore this. When this is balanced with appreciation for issues of plural-
ism, critical perspective, and dialogue between traditions, students learn life
skills that will benefit them for years to come.

From a wider perspective, it is essential that the academic discipline of reli-
gious studies provides leadership in contemplative pedagogy. With the growing
diversity of religious America, it is commonly acknowledged that the formerly
WASP establishment has come undone, and individuals in every sphere of
public life are becoming more explicit with their religious convictions, as indi-
cated in recent political campaigns. At the same time, evangelical campus min-
istries have vociferously proselytized and pressed an agenda on college students.
As many more of our faculty colleagues come out of the closet, albeit tentatively,
to engage issues of religious identity, they are unsure how to do so. How are we
to address religious identity and spiritual inquiry in the classroom without
falling into extremes? Can we move from fearful retreat to responsible engage-
ment? Religion and spirituality have become such powerful and manifest forces
in civil society and in education that we in religious studies must do more than
ruminate—we must participate and educate. We see this book as a first step
toward addressing contemplative education from its disciplinary foundation in
religious studies.

The growing popularity of contemplative process and meditation spaces in
educational settings is exciting but comes with the risks of cultural appropria-
tion, shallow faculty preparation, and hidden motivations to proselytize. There-
fore, we see the clear need for a resource that grounds contemplative pedagogy in
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its home discipline of religious studies where responsible methodologies can be
critically fleshed out in a refereed academic discourse that has a long and rich
history among scholars and practitioners of contemplative traditions. This book
is a seasoned yet innovative response to the searching question posed by leaders
in higher education who know that interior education is a crucial goal but do
not know how to effectuate it:

How do we prepare students to cultivate their own inner resources of
spirit and moral courage?

How do we enable them to engage moral and social dilemmas
with clarity about their own values . . . ?

And, how, without proselytizing, do we foster students’ own devel-
opment of character, conscience, and examined values?

—Association of American Colleges and Universities, 200727

OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK

The book opens with essays from senior scholars within religious studies who
have been at the forefront of contemplative education and contemplative studies
initiatives. Tom Coburn and Bob Thurman describe particularly potent contem-
plative practices and meditative moments, which they situate historically in
Western culture and South and Central Asian spiritual traditions. Given its
power to bring about liberation from suffering and to catalyze noetic break-
throughs, they view contemplative insight as “inevitable” and “necessary” fea-
tures of liberal education. Whereas Thurman (and many of the book’s
contributors) see religious studies departments as the appropriate auspices under
which “to restore to the curriculum the resources of the world’s great spiritual
traditions for self-exploration, self-cultivation, self-liberation, and self-integra-
tion,” Harold Roth proposes that contemplative knowledge will thrive in the
academic realm only if it is sustained by collaborative and interdisciplinary fac-
ulty and kept outside of religious studies departments, because of their problem-
atic “Eurocentric” biases. Laurie Patton speaks further to collaborative synergies
that can coalesce to support contemplative curricula. With an eye to administra-
tive priorities, she emphasizes the pragmatic benefits of an alliance between reli-
gious studies and the sciences.

Although the book opens with the larger conversation about the place of
contemplative study in relation to higher education, institutional initiatives, and
department programs, it moves in section 2 to the inner journeys that have
made those conversations possible. Without professors who have awakened to
the potency of meditation, who would be interested in such initiatives? Taking
the inward-outward journey of the Labyrinth as a metaphor for her development
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as a professor, Fran Grace describes the inner evolution that came to express
itself in three major pedagogical shifts, from content-based (third-person) to
context-based (second-person) to contemplative-based (first-person) teaching.
Chris Bache offers examples from decades of teaching that illumine his vision of
the classroom as a “field of collective consciousness” in which the inner world of
the professor is inevitably in sync with the inner worlds of students. If that col-
lective dynamic truly happens, then professors become responsible for our inner
state and for sustaining a classroom environment that attunes to coherence and
attentiveness. Richard Brown, a longtime trainer of contemplative teachers, helps
us with that challenge by providing concrete methods to facilitate a contempla-
tive environment in the classroom and in oneself as the teacher. Drawing on sev-
eral years as a workshop leader and meditation teacher outside of academe, John
Makransky offers practical assistance to educators in need of tools to cultivate a
human life that is sustainable from the inside-out. Louis Komjathy shares how
his study and practice of Daoism inform his pedagogical work with students. In
a disclosure that likely many of the authors and perhaps the readers will resonate
with, he speaks of the allure of his meditation “hut” and the difficulty of coming
out of it into the conventional academic world of discursive debate, multitask-
ing, and institutional politics.

Section 3 deals with critical issues in contemplative teaching, questions
that may arise in religious studies about our approaches, motivations, and the
overall effect on our students. Judith Simmer-Brown proposes ethical standards
for contemplative teaching, drawing from decades of conversation among aca-
demic colleagues both within and outside of Naropa University. Sid Brown
explores the challenging dynamics of the inner motivations of the professor and
the responses of students. In contrast to the many studies of meditation that
emphasize the health and well-being aspects, researcher Tobin Hart brings what
he calls the “neuro-phenomenology” of contemplation and meditation to bear
on the learning process itself. How does meditation benefit learning? While the
focus of the book is the religious studies classroom, we drew from three con-
templative teachers in other fields who had special perspectives designed to
enrich our religious studies teaching: history (Wu), psychology (Hart), and edu-
cation (Richard Brown).

Our next two sections give case studies of what religious studies faculty are
actually doing in the classroom. Section 4 introduces concrete examples of
courses within religious studies departments that integrate meditation and con-
templative pedagogy into learning. They demonstrate how to incorporate con-
tent-appropriate assignments while giving students choices in how to participate
without a sense of coercion. They also model methods such as bringing in guest
teachers, conducting reflective discussion, and engaging in contemplative field-
work. Section 5 gives specific class exercises and activities that address course
content in areas such as body awareness, ecology, and the arts. One chapter
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addresses meditation methods in online teaching, while another addresses con-
templative evaluation methods.

The final section of the book returns to the point at which we began—stu-
dents’ experience. These two chapters draw from student anecdotal report about
their experiences in contemplative learning, addressing their general outcomes as
well as their emotional development, their focus and commitment to their stud-
ies, their personal discoveries, and their experience in service learning environ-
ments. Comprehensive quantitative studies in meditation and learning have yet
to be completed, but these student reports indicate the importance of deeper
measures of student outcomes.

A note of clarification: the word “meditation” has a variety of meanings in
this book, depending upon the context. Generally speaking, we can say it means
a conscious and gentle focusing of the mind on an object such as the breath or a
phrase or sound, and the continuous return of attention back to that object
again and again. The object is a neutral one, but can be varied, depending upon
the context—it is not inherently “religious” in any way. This cultivation is some-
times called “mindfulness,” and refers to the ability to remain present with this
focus of attention, at first in a formal session of practice and eventually in varied
and distracting environments that are more challenging. The word “meditation”
also is applied to the development of insight or awareness that may arise from
such cultivation of attention.

In our chapters, we also speak of “contemplation” and the “contemplative,”
though these terms are used generically, meaning application of meditation
methods to learning pedagogies where no meditation per se is taught. Generally
speaking, we are pointing to interiority or personal reflection, which are first-
person methods of investigation. For the purposes of this book, we are using the
terms “meditation,” “mindfulness,” “awareness,” and “contemplation” inter-
changeably, and not in the more technical ways the terms are used in specific
religious traditions.28 Each of them is often paired with the words “practice” or
“pedagogy,” demonstrating that these methods are properly considered praxis in
our educational endeavors.

The book you hold in your hands invites you into an important conversa-
tion. This conversation about contemplative teaching and higher education has
been going on most recently for three decades, and we hope it will continue long
after us. It is like a flowing river and we put in our raft at different points along
its course. This “river” of conversation is wide enough to hold many different
viewpoints, as you will see from the range in this book. Each of us speaks from
the place to which our “raft” of life experience has carried us, even as we are
aware that the raft is neither the river nor the shore. This book is not the final
destination but a mindful stop in the conversation to take stock of how far we
have traveled and how much farther there is to go. Thank you for joining us at
this momentous juncture.
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